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Leave a message
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Yoana Buzova
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

LEAVEAMESSAGE is an ongoing
project that attempts to create and
facilitate a DIY, anonymous,
international voice message network
in public space.

Bio Yoana Buzova (BG) is passionate
about public space and short-lived,
neglected moments and objects. In
her work, she employs low-tech, DIY
methods, found and repurposed
material to create poetic moments.
She is currently obsessed with
boxes.

URL http://oyoana.com/

 is a participatory project, a network of voice

mailboxes, that allow members of the public to record and distribute audio messages in public
space. The boxes are installed in different counties, cities, contexts. Connected to each other,
the boxes provide playful, performative moments for strangers to break from their routine and
enter into a network of anonymous voices, travelling an unplanned journey trough cityscapes.

The LEAVEMESSAGE BOX is a DIY media object cased in a repurposed cashbox, working with
the open source development platform raspbery pi (single-board computer).
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inside the box -------->

some places, part of the network ------>
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Google Gift
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Lasse van den Bosch Christensen
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

Google Gift is a collection of fictive
gifts addressed to Google, and each
a response to a gift given by Google
in first place. The gifts are
suggested by former volunteers who
contributed to a Google-owned
platform, which eventually was sold
and shut down. The gifts manifests
an individual volunteer's own
particular feelings and attitudes
towards Google.

Bio Lasse van den Bosch Christensen
(DK) is a graphic designer living in
Rotterdam. On a theoretical and
practical level his research engages
digital labour, changing modes of
production, and the critical aspects
of crowd-sourcing. He furthermore
freelances as a graphic and
webdesigner addressing the border
between 'code' and design. He
recently established a design studio
with Marlon Harder.

URL http://www.absentarrays.info
/googlegift

Google Gift

In 2012 Google sold the 3D modeling
software Google SketchUp.
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 This

lead to the collapse of a web platform solely
driven by a community of volunteer modelers.
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For six years they had populated the virtual
globe - Google Earth - with their creations.

 Most volunteers continued

contributing until the very end. Just before
announcing the sale of Google SketchUp,
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Google sent a gift to its most successful and
productive volunteers, whom they addressed

as 'top modelers'.  The gift

contained a 'Thank You'-postcard, a mug, a
pencil case, Post-It notes and two stickers.
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In the aftermath of the platform's abrupt end,
I asked several former 'top modelers' to give

a gift in return. Each gift on display manifests
an individual modeler’s own particular
feelings and attitudes towards Google.
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Oscillating Shadows
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Nicole Hametner
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

A large projection of a dark, almost
unreadable portrait dominates the
gallery space. Opposite, the image's
essentially ungraspable nature is
imaged in a video depicting a water
tank filled with floating
photographs. Both works observe a
fragile moment, the threshold of an
image's existence that oscillates
between presence and absence.

Bio Nicole Hametner's (AT/CH) new
body of work explores the
intersection of the photographic
analogue still and the electronic
moving image, using their media
specificity as a conceptual
framework to reflect on the image's
relation to time.

URL http://www.nicolehametner.ch
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Oscillating Shadows
The following lines are extracts from my thesis:
http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/mediawiki/images/1/1e/NHametnerThesis.pdf

This project started with my intention to observe how the digital video
image behaves at the border of visibility compared to the long exposures of
analogue photography. The discovery of digital noise raised questions about
the construction of the video image and the constitution of the image's
matter. I quickly realised that I was not interested in the moving image in
the classical sense. I was more intrigued by its mechanisms: the idea that
through constant movement, the image is never present as a whole and,
therefore, endlessly split into fragments. It was this volatility that attracted
me in the first place. The focus on video gave me a better understanding of
my previous works and allowed me to see a constant theme resonating
through my research: the ungraspability of an image.
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Nicole Hametner, Oscillating Shadows (Gaze), 2014, photographic slide

Gaze
A wall-sized, dark, almost unreadable portrait stands in the centre of my
graduation project and concludes most of the core concepts of my current
research. My initial intention for a large projection of a filmed portrait
reappears here, although this time in a photographic still. This slide
projection engulfs a separately constructed wall covered with a layer of
grainy concrete. This 4 meter high wooden screen hangs, almost clamped,
in between floor and ceiling. The grainy material continues along the floor,
as if the image has seeped into the room, thereby underlining the sculptural
character of the piece. The image itself is underexposed and indicates,
through the shape of a silhouette, a human figure. The strong granularity of
the high resolution film is emphasised through the enormous enlargement.
This grain and the darkness of the portrait provoke a vibrating image in
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front of the spectator’s eyes while her concentrated gaze attempts to
decipher more details in the face, which has sunken into the grain of the
wall and the image itself.

Nicole Hametner, Oscillating Shadows (Watertank), 2014, digital video still

Watertank
Although visually completely different, the second element in the
installation stands in direct dialogue with the slide projection of the
portrait. A flatscreen is placed in the corner, resting on the floor and leaning
against the wall. With a view from above, the beholder looks at a video of a
watertank in a photographic darkroom. The circulation of water in the tank
moves small photographs around, showing the front-side of the image,
before turning over. The flow of water and the limitation of the basin
creates an accumulation of prints, which dissolves in the next wave created
by the mechanics of the watertank. The same conglomerate is
photographed from different angles and underlines, as a recurring element,
the cyclical movement of the water within the tank. With this video, the
borders between the representational and the abstract dissolve. In relation
to these two poles I would like to return to the photography of Hiroshi
Sugimoto: “In weakening the representational character of his images
Sugimoto makes them a pointing gesture to something that cannot be
named and is therefore more a reference to a virtual memory than a
reference to a single object.” (Wittmann) (http://www.imageandnarrative.be
/inarchive/Images_de_l_invisible/Wittmann.htm) My intention in this piece is
to create a space where language and not content, guides the viewer’s
perception. This video of the watertank refers back to the portrait, where
the unpredictable movements of floating photographs, cause the viewer to
again wait to perceive the image.
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Nicole Hametner, Oscillating Shadows (Pier), 2014, digital video still

Pier
The third element in the installation closes the circle in the form of a pure
observation: a filmed seaside. The camera, in a static position, is turned
towards the ocean, but its view focuses on the beach and thereby crops the
line of the horizon. The upper half of the video shows waves building and
breaking. Although the lower half is calmer, it still changes its appearance
constantly, where the waves cover the ground with water, before being
pulled back into the sea. The remaining wet surface reflects the
construction of a pier standing out of frame. As the sand dries in the sun the
reflection slowly disappears, but the next incoming waves moisten the sand,
and the image reappears. The work is projected at the lower end of the
wall. Underneath, the slightly shimmering floor resumes the process of
waves recorded in the video within the exhibition space. The expected
sound of breaking waves is silenced to create a point of focus on the
repeating process of the construction and dissolution of the image.
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Gallery Template
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Marlon Harder
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description Read the captions.

Bio Marlon Harder (NL) is from
Eerbeek. She lives in Rotterdam,
where she formed a graphic design
studio with Lasse van den Bosch
Christensen. In her own practice
she explores her fascination with
digital culture and aims to raise
critical questions by
recontextualising its visual
elements.

URL http://www.marlonharder.nl

http://gallerytemplate.tumblr.com
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Gallery Template is an installation

that transposes the web template

This page was last
modified on 24 June
2014, at 20:27.
This page has been
accessed 264 times.
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inside the wire frame of the gallery
space,

and vice versa.
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It is a visual representation

of our current template culture.
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The invitation to “insert your content here”

is present in every aspect of contemporary life
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from the white walls of a museum

to the
#ffffff
background
of a
microblog.
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Student Menno Harder
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

This installation consists of two
elements: a pile of envelopes placed
against a door-like shape and quotes
beamed on the wall. The envelopes
are all addressed to the same house
and resemble the pile of post that
was found when police opened the
door to this specific house. Inside
this house the body of Bep de Bruin,
who had died 10 years before, was
found. Inside the envelopes is a text
in which I recall a visit that I made
to the house myself. The quotes on
the wall are things I noticed when I
was inside. A neighbour of Bep
mentioned that after so many years,
he could not read the nametag next
to her door anymore. It had been
weathered completely and so did his
memory of her name. The quotes on
the wall are fading out in a similar
manner, resembling a memory that
is forgotten.

Bio Menno Harder (NL) is from
Beekbergen, Gelderland. Since
moving to Rotterdam he has been
fascinated by the city and in
particular the Middelland
neighbourhood where he lives. By
observing and registering the
existing space surrounding him he
tries to re- map and re–discover it.

URL http://www.mennoharder.nl
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MONUMENT FOR THE FORGOTTEN PERSON:

On the 21st of November 2013 the body of Bep de Bruin was found in her
house at the Jan Porcellisstraat 6b. She had been lying there for over 10
years. National newspapers reported the case and there were intense
discussions about the cause of it. The house of Bep was just around the
corner and the news hit our neighbourhood like a bombshell. As a local
resident you feel even more responsible and even somewhat guilty.

Even after that day in November the door was kept shut and pictures
began to appear of Bep’s door and her downstairs neighbour. The image
of the two blue doors was of high iconic value, after being portrayed so
many times it became some sort of monument in its own right. After
being in front of her door many times after this event, trying to figure out
what happened and in particular why it happened here and in our society,
I got the opportunity to enter the house on the 12th of May. After a long
talk with Xander, the spokesperson for the Middelland neighbourhood at
Woonstad Rotterdam, we entered the house of Bep at the Jan
Porcellisstraat.

Prior to that, the only thing I knew about the house was the information
that I could find on the cadastre and ofcourse the way the facade looked.
After opening the door and stepping into the small hallway I had to climb
a steep staircase to reach the apartment. The house had been emptied of
all her belongings some months before I entered, so it sounded similar to
the way a house sounds when you have just moved in and have yet to
decide where to put your furniture. It was very exciting to be in the
house that had been inside my head for such a long time, but it was also
just a house like any other.

I walked through the house for a while expecting to find strange things
behind the doors or in the meter cupboard, but that didn’t happen. The
only signs I could find that something had happened here were the
forced locks from when the police had entered the building, and the
marks that the furniture had left after not having been moved for so long.
The smell of the air was also interesting, it reminded me of the air I
smelled when I entered other long abandoned buildings.

The house was sealed away from the outside world, it was a universe on
it’s own co-existing next to the living world. When I left the house I
thought about what Xander told me earlier that day: There is no such
thing as coincedence, the situation surrounding Bep’s passing away was
meant to wake our society up.
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MIDDELLANDPLEIN 1:

On the 17th of February 2014, during my final year at Piet Zwart I
squatted the house on Middellandplein 1 with a group of
enthousiasts.The moment I entered the building I could view
Middellandplein from another vantage point, opposite my own house on
the other side of the square. This very literally changed my perspective of
the space. It was the first time I could view the square from this angle.
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Kraak6.png

RESEARCHING MIDDELLAND:

My recent work is grounded in the neighbourhood of Middelland. I
believe there should be a direct link between the work I am creating and
the space it is documenting.

He is freed from the bothersome obligations of the ordinary rendezvous
since there is no one to wait for. But since this “possible rendezvous” has
brought him without warning to a place he may or may not know, he
observes his surroundings (Debord, 1958, p66)

In many cases this is how a work manifests itself. It is the exploration of a
place which is not visited or visited before. It is the moment of time
where there is observation without restrictions. It creates an ideal space
to encounter stories, instead of tracking them down.
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Time and time again
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Niek Hilkmann
Graduation

Year 1989

Featured
image

Work
Description

Bear with me for a little and roam
around the borders of the lost,
defaced and unforeseen in the land
of redundant contraptions. We will
witness the peristrephic panorama
of the past, present and future
unfold before our eyes, just a few
seconds before it all turns into dust.
Some bridges never open, but we
won’t fear the water underneath.

Bio Collective misunderstanding and
emotional recklessness might be the
basis of present-day society. As
such, one has to be slightly
outrageous to participate in it. Niek
takes up the challenge by being an
art-historian, composer, teacher,
conductor, designer, filmmaker and
more. A true excess of a
meta-modernist age!

URL http://www.hilkmann.com
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DEL? No, wait! REW
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Michaela Lakova
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

DEL?No, wait!REW is automatized
system, which recovers files from
hard drives without the consent or
the knowledge of the previous
owners, who presume their content
has been forever deleted.

DEL?No, wait!REW asks is it
possible to delete information in the
digital age? Whether our storage
devices are locally present (hard
drives) or dislocated (the cloud), can
we ever be certain our data has
been permanently deleted? In the
ongoing conversation around the
impossibility of erasing digital
traces, what role do we take? Are
we plunderers, interpreters or
mediators?

Bio Michaela Lakova(BG) is a visual
artist who takes a lost and found
approach to media.

Her field of research and practice
involves catchy bits and bytes of
errors, systems malfunction and the
inevitable generation of data traces
and its problematic resistance to
deletion.

URL http://mlakova.org
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===============_ ?==============
 __   ___      __  __   ___      
|  \ |__  |     _||__) |__  |  | 
|__/ |___ |___  . |  \ |___ |/\| 

===============!_===============
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The installation is displayed in a
dark space. A stream of light is
cast by the screens and a light
table. At the center of the space
cold steel controller is placed, a
reminiscent of industrial machine.
The controller has two buttons:
Delete and Save@; delete enables
the option to remove permanently
a file from the system; save@
allows to upload this file online.
Once the save option is chosen a
file gets published online. You can
visit the domain of the saved files
on-->http://delnowaitrew.com

In an installation piece three CRT TVs
are placed next to each other,
displaying the Generative koplet
videos#1,#2 and 3 in a loop, forming
an almost sculptural piece. Two of the
video works consist of textual and
pictorial fragments of retrieved data
from the hard drives.
Generative_koplet#1 consists of an
array of abstract visuals of various
maps, cities and coordinates
contrasted by their generative black
and white quality.The soundtrack of the
videos is a slightly distorted sound
from a powered up and spinning hard
drive recorded from the interior of the
drive and drawing its presence into the
physical world. Generative_koplet#2
depicts a production line of workers in
a factory disassembling pineapples in
Ghana,emotionless in their everyday
routine and presented in a
semi-documentary style.

Generative_koplet#1

Generative_koplet#3 serves as a behind-the-scenes view of the recovery process, where I
positioned myself at the center, placing the hard drive into an ATA hard drive case and
running the recovery software documenting every step of mine. This meta-video provides an
inside look into a common procedure of repetitive acts in an attempt to perform this rather
trivial action.

Generative koplets & [Err_booklet]

"Generative koplets" and Err booklet transcribe the process, from which DEL?No,
wait!REW emerged.

Videos--> Generative_Koplet#1.mp4
(http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/~mlakova
/data_erasure/Generative_Koplet%231.mp4)
Generative_Koplet#2.mp4
(http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/~mlakova
/data_erasure/Generative_Koplet_2.mp4)
Generative_koplet#3.mp4
(http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/~mlakova
/data_erasure/Generative_koplet%233.mp4) ]

Retrieved from
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The [Err] Booklet is a visual assemblage of found images from the mentioned hard drives, Internet
materials related to the research topic and photographs I took during the process of writing the thesis.
This booklet aims to trace back the process of data recovery, display and potentially erase lost and found
artifacts of data. It is also a work log of personal thoughts, observations, concerns and frustrations, which
surpasses the actual process.
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Pretty Fly for a Wifi
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Roel Roscam Abbing
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

It is a combination of pots and pans,
dishes and cans through which
people from around the world give
shape to their collective dream of
making an alternative internet. Each
of these objects tells part of the
story of individuals and groups, who
each in their own way try to
reconfigure the internet’s
infrastructure to achieve this goal.
For this project I built, tested and
documented these antennas and in
the process revisited their histories,
origins and uses.

Bio An artist and researcher who spent
too much time on his computer. Out
of this predicament came a
collaborative practice in which he
likes to deal with the cultures and
issues surrounding networked
computation. Currently his topics of
interest include the internet's
infrastructure, wireless community
networks and DIY techniques.

URL http://roelof.info
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WI-FI (a play on Hi-Fi) is the trademark for IEE
802.11 standard of wireless data exchange on the
2450 megahertz radio band. Since its introduction in
2000 the WI-FI brand has become synonymous with
wireless computer networks, a more generic term to
use is WLAN.

Previously
This project grew out of my interest in the internet's infrastructure.
Previously at the PZI I made charts of my global travels
(http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/wiki/User:Roelroscama/trim1/protoyping)
across the internet (http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/wiki/User:Roelroscama
/trim2/protoyping2) . Inspired by that I made a browser extension that
shows you on which networks and in which countries you are
surfing (http://bordercheck.org/) . I also looked into the culture
(http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/wiki/User:Roelroscama
/selfdirected3#Taxonomy_Of_Drone_Patches_.26.26_The_Dronespeak_Lexiconlooked
of networked warfare (http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/wiki/User:Roelroscama
/selfdirected2) and tried to make an index of the internet
(http://pzwart3.wdka.hro.nl/wiki/User:Roelroscama/trim2
/protoyping2#A_Dotcom_Index) .

Antennas
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Shortly after the commercial introduction of WI-FI equipment the
idea of community wireless networks emerged. These grassroots
organizations use WI-FI to build alternative network
infrastructures, often on a peer to peer basis and without the
need for costly wires. Such network infrastructures can be found
on rooftops, balconies and windowsills and can cover large
distances by broadcasting from building to building.
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Wireless community networks serve a variety of purposes, sometimes to
provide broadband connections where there are none, to make censorship free
alternatives to the internet or to share the costs of a single internet connection.
All these networks use cheap and readily available consumer electronics and
are thus limited to a range of around 30 meters. To increase their range, these
networks often rely on self-made antennas to make more distant connections
possible. With the use of self-made antennas people have able to connect
machines that are tens of kilometers apart.

This page was last modified on 24 June 2014, at 21:33.
This page has been accessed 197 times.
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Through these self-made antennas people from around the
world have given shape to computer networks that reflect their
personal ideals. With a wavelength of around 12 centimeters,
antennas for 2.4Ghz WI-FI have dimensions that are literally
handy. As a consequence, these antennas are both clever
appropriations and accidental convergences of the shapes and
sizes of household objects that happen to accommodate the
size of the 2.4Ghz radio wave.
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This sardine tin antenna was
found on the Wiki of the
Brussels-based Réseau Citoyen
(Citizen’s Network) wireless
community. The organization
describes itself as being inspired
by libertarian values, trying to
provide all the members of the
network with internet access,
outside of the grasp of big
corporations. They cite the
before mentioned research by
Stan Swan as an inspiration for
this sardine can antenna, which
they describe as the best choice
for a beginner to get into
antenna building. One only
needs to fold the ‘biquad’
element out of a cop- per wire
and solder this to a connector
which is mounted inside the
sardine tin. 2006, BE,
http://reseaucitoyen.be
/wiki/index.php
/SardineCanAntenna
Illustrations by Lídia Pereira

Geekcorps Mali is a not-for-
profit organization, supported
by the US AID fund, that tries to
foster digital independence as
well as trying to spur private
enterprises in developing
countries with the help of
volunteers from technolo- gy
industries. Between 2004 and
2005 Geekcorps developed a
project in Mali. One of the great
challenges they met there was
to establish internet connec-
tions. In order to do so they built
wireless antennas by recycling
locally available materials and
creating what they call the
Bottle Net which provided
inhabitants of remote villages
with internet connections. The
design works in a similar fashion
to a cantenna but it uses folded
wire-mesh instead. 2005, ML,
https://web.archive.org
/web/20070129024850/http:
//mali.geekcorps.org
/2005/11/07/ how-to-make-a-
bottlenet-antenna/
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The Dust Room
From Media Design: Networked & Lens-Based wiki

Student Nan Wang
Graduation

Year 2014

Featured
image

Work
Description

Her work uses micro-material to
create abstract images and noise. In
her series of work Dust, considers
dust collected from her room as a
self-portrait, evidence of being, an
instrument of sound and elements
for images. By putting actual dust
into audio-visual devices, she
reveals the stories and memories
behind dust while providing a
critical response to the current
fetish for high-resolution images.

Bio Nan Wang (CN) is a media artist and
experimental filmmaker, currently
based in Rotterdam. Using both
digital and analogue media she
creates artworks that focus on the
abstraction of video images and
sound. Her work focuses on how
micro-perceptions and fragmented
memories construct individual
reality.

URL http://nanwang.org

The Dust Room
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The Dust Room is an immersive environment filled with airborne dust and moving dust images and
dust soundscape.

The images come from glass tubes filled with dust material collected from my house and blown
and stirred by electric

motors and fans with certain on and off intervals, projected through six modified slide projectors.

The changing shadows and lights from the dust projection hitting on 6 light sensors modifying the
soundscape in

The Dust Room through a mini analog synthesizer in order to give the soundscape a organic from.

Dust fascinated me because of the complexity as a compound material more importantly I see dust
as an evidence of existence.

By enlarged the Micro dust material through projectors into a landscape size of images given an
immersive way of looking at dust images.

House dust contains organic material from the owners and wasted materials indicate the owner’s
life in pass tense.

The idea of trace and dust is enhance the sense of interactive by looking at human interaction in a
new possible – microphysical

material exchange by staying in one location without physical touch. In this work, I consider
air-borne dust collected from my room

as a medium allows people whom visited and staying at The Dust Room inhaling part of me
without the actual me being present in the room.
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